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Abstract—Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is one of the most
promising post-quantum cryptographic schemes which enable
privacy-preserving computation on servers. However, noise ac-
cumulates as we perform operations on HE-encrypted data,
restricting the number of possible operations. Fully HE (FHE)
removes this restriction by introducing the bootstrapping opera-
tion, which refreshes the data; however, FHE schemes are highly
memory-bound. Bootstrapping, in particular, requires loading
GBs of evaluation keys and plaintexts from off-chip memory,
which makes FHE acceleration fundamentally bottlenecked by
the off-chip memory bandwidth.

We propose ARK, an Accelerator for FHE with Runtime
data generation and inter-operation Key reuse. ARK enables
practical FHE workloads with a novel algorithm-hardware co-
design to accelerate bootstrapping. We first eliminate the off-chip
memory bandwidth bottleneck through runtime data generation
and inter-operation key reuse. This approach enables ARK to
fully exploit on-chip memory by a substantial reduction in the
working set size. On top of such algorithmic innovations, we build
ARK microarchitecture that minimizes on-chip data movement
through an efficient, alternating data distribution policy based on
the data access patterns and a streamlined dataflow organization
of the tailored functional units — including base conversion,
number-theoretic transform, and automorphism units. Overall,
our co-design effectively handles the heavy computation and data
movement overheads of FHE, drastically reducing the cost of HE
operations including bootstrapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Homomorphic encryption (HE) is a cryptographic method
that enables third parties to process data blindly. HE is
regarded as a game-changer in privacy-preserving cloud com-
puting because HE does not leak information about the data
to anyone other than the owner, allowing secure offloading of
computation to untrusted servers.

HE schemes are based on the learning with errors [69]
paradigm, a computational problem using noise for security.
Noise accumulates as we continuously apply computation to
encrypted data, which can eventually explode and make the
data impossible to decrypt. Leveled HE (LHE) schemes only
allow a restricted number of operations (ops) to prevent noise
explosion, thus only supporting simple workloads. [5], [15].
An HE op called bootstrapping can be used to lower the
noise level and allow an unbounded number of ops over
encrypted data. Due to its significance, this class of HE
schemes capable of bootstrapping is referred to as fully HE
(FHE) [31]. Among numerous FHE schemes [14], [15], [22],
[27], [30], CKKS [20], our primary target FHE scheme, is

gaining popularity because it supports real arithmetic and is
thus more suitable for machine learning (ML) services.

Despite its potential, however, the high memory and com-
putational costs of HE are preventing its wide adoption. When
data is encrypted using an HE scheme, the size expands by
more than an order of magnitude, and an op as simple as
multiplication transforms into a complex sequence of ops.
Prior works have tried to mitigate such overhead by using CPU
extensions [12], [46], GPUs [1]–[3], [45], FPGAs [49], [50],
[70], [72], and ASICs [68], [74]. Recent proposals suggesting
accelerated ASIC/FPGA designs, F1 [74] in particular, have
proven successful for LHE schemes.

However, the parameters used in these designs were not
large enough to effectively support CKKS bootstrapping.
Bootstrapping is an expensive op, dominating the execution
time of complex FHE workloads [45], [53]. Moreover, FHE
schemes supporting bootstrapping must use large parame-
ters [13], [21], which correspondingly increase the data size. In
fact, the working set of bootstrapping can reach several GBs,
which must be fetched from off-chip memory due to limited
on-chip memory capacity [28], [42]. Given such constraints
of FHE schemes, previous hardware accelerators are severely
bottlenecked by the low off-chip memory bandwidth.

In this work, we present a set of algorithmic innovations
that addresses the off-chip memory bandwidth bottleneck of
FHE workloads: multi-hop HRot and on-the-fly limb extension.
The key benefits of our proposed algorithms are twofold.
First, our proposed algorithms drastically reduce the memory
bottleneck of FHE, eliminating 88% of off-chip memory
access in evaluating a major op composing bootstrapping.
Second, our proposal enables the deployment of a massive
amount of computational logic and on-chip memory, large
enough to hold the reduced working set on-chip, a feature
lacking in conventional systems.

We design ARK, an FHE accelerator that effectively ex-
ploits the increased arithmetic intensity enabled by our pro-
posed algorithmic innovations, addressing new computational
and data movement requirements arising from FHE support.
ARK features novel functional units (FUs) tailored to the
primary functions of FHE, including base conversion (BConv),
number-theoretic transform (NTT), and automorphism. The
FUs lower the bandwidth pressure on register files (RFs) and
minimize data movement. For seamless operation across the
FUs, ARK utilizes a data distribution policy that adapts to two
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data access patterns of the primary functions and simplifies the
dataflow by splitting the chip into two logical regions.

By co-designing the algorithms and the architecture, ARK
outperforms the state-of-the-art HE accelerator [74] in multi-
plicative throughput [45] by 18,520× and in logistic regression
training [33] by 133×. ARK also enables a real-time CNN
inference on encrypted data; ARK performs an inference with
the ResNet-20 model in 0.294 seconds, 36,122× faster than the
baseline CPU implementation [53]. ARK is sized 418.3mm2

and consumes up to 281.3W of power.
In summary, our major contributions are as follows:

• We analyze CKKS bootstrapping in detail and identify
the memory bottleneck in hardware acceleration of FHE
induced by excessive single-use data during bootstrapping.

• We propose two novel algorithms to mitigate the memory
bottleneck of FHE by substantially reducing the single-use
data in bootstrapping.

• We design ARK, an architecture-algorithm co-designed ac-
celerator for FHE. We deploy specialized FUs that minimize
on-chip data movement on ARK. ARK adapts data and
job distribution based on the data access patterns and fixes
dataflow for streamlined execution across the chip.

II. BACKGROUND

We explain the pertinent details of HE with an emphasis on
CKKS. We adopt notations and terminologies from [26], [34].
Parameters and notations are summarized in Table I.

A. Homomorphic encryption (HE)

HE is an encryption method that allows computation on
encrypted data. It is based on a computational problem called
ring learning with errors (RLWE), which is known to be
difficult to solve even for quantum computers [4]. There are a
variety of HE schemes that support different data types, such
as integers [14], [15], [30], boolean [22], [27], and fixed-point
complex (real) numbers [20]. In particular, CKKS [20], our
primary target HE scheme, supports encryption of fixed-point
complex vectors, making it suitable for numerous real-world
applications such as machine learning. HE schemes use a fixed
set of computations called HE ops to process encrypted data
without decryption.

In CKKS, a message is an unencrypted vector of length n.
Each entry of a message vector is called a slot, which can con-
tain a complex number. Encryption of a message consists of
two steps. First, we transform a message m into a polynomial
Pm in a cyclotomic polynomial ring RQ =ZQ[X]/(XN+1),
which is a degree-(N − 1) polynomial with coefficients in
ZQ = {0, 1, · · · , Q−1}, the set of integers modulo Q; we
treat a polynomial as a vector in ZNQ where each entry is
a coefficient. The maximum number of slots included in a
single message m is determined by N as n ≤ N/2. We
perform this transformation by computing the Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform (IDFT) of m, multiplying a scale factor ∆,
(typically ranging from 240 to 260) and rounding the result:

Pm ' ∆ · IDFT(m) (1)

TABLE I
CKKS PARAMETERS AND NOTATIONS.

Params Description

N Degree. Length of a plaintext polynomial.
n Length of a message. n ≤ N/2.
Q Polynomial modulus.
P Special modulus.
B {p0, p1, · · · , pα−1}, a set of prime limbs of P . P =∏α−1

i=0 pi.
C {q0, q1, · · · , qL}, a set of prime limbs of Q. Q =

∏L
i=0 qi.

Ci Partial limb group of C. Ci = {qαi, qαi+1, · · · , qα(i+1)−1},
i = 0, 1, · · · , dnum−1.

D B ∪ C, a set of prime limbs of PQ.
L Maximum multiplicative level.
` (Current) multiplicative level. A level-` polynomial has `+1

limbs. 0≤`≤L.
dnum Decomposition number.
α (L+ 1)/dnum. # of prime limbs in Ci and B.
∆ Scale multiplied
m Message, a vector of n slots.
P, Pm Polynomial. Subscript m emphasizes that it corresponds to a

message m.
[[m]] Ciphertext encrypting a message m.
[P]qi qi-limb of P.
[P]C {[P]qi : qi ∈ C}, the set of qi-limbs of P for qi ∈ C.
evk Evaluation key. An evk for HMult (evkmult) and evks for

HRots with different rotation amount r’s (evk(r)
rot ’s) exist.

Pm is encrypted into a ciphertext [[m]] = (Bm, Am) based on
Eq. 2. Am is a randomly sampled polynomial, S is a secret key
polynomial, and E is a small random error polynomial.

[[m]] = (Bm, Am), Bm = Am ∗ S + Pm + E (2)

Decryption is the inverse of the encryption process. We
recover the polynomial Pm using the secret key S and apply
DFT as shown in the following equation.

m ' ∆−1 · DFT(Pm + E) = ∆−1 · DFT(Bm − Am ∗ S) (3)

Due to the random error polynomial E included in the en-
cryption process, the decrypted result is not identical to m.
However, we can consider the decrypted result as m because
E is a polynomial with small coefficients.

B. Computational optimizations for HE ops

HE ops are expensive. A polynomial in RQ is a long (N =
216) vector of large integers (Q > 21000). In general, two
techniques are used to mitigate the cost of HE ops.
Number-Theoretic Transform (NTT): NTT is used to lower
the complexity of a polynomial multiplication (mult). Multi-
plying two polynomials in RQ is a (negacyclic) convolution
of two length-N vectors and has an O(N2) complexity. NTT
is a variant of DFT, which converts the convolution into an
element-wise mult, reducing the complexity to O(N):

NTT(P1 ∗ P2) = NTT(P1) · NTT(P2)

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms [24] can be applied
to compute NTT, which has O(N logN) complexity. Still,
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TABLE II
PRIMITIVE HE OPS OF CKKS.

Operation Result Description

CAdd([[m]], c) [[m + c]] = (Bm + c, Am) Add a scalar c to a ciphertext. c is a length-N vector with every entry
c.

CMult([[m]], c) [[m · c]] = (Bm · c, Am · c) Multiply a scalar to a ciphertext.
PAdd([[m]], Pm′ ) [[m + m′]] = (Bm + Pm′ , Am) Add an unencrypted polynomial to a ciphertext.
PMult([[m]], Pm′ ) [[m ·m′]] = (Bm ∗ Pm′ , Am ∗ Pm′ ) Multiply an unencrypted polynomial to a ciphertext.
HAdd([[m]], [[m′]]) [[m + m′]] = (Bm + Bm′ , Am + Am′ ) Add two ciphertexts.
HMult([[m]], [[m′]], evkmult) [[m ·m′]] = KeySwitch(Am ∗ Am′ , evkmult) +

(Bm ∗ Bm′ , Am ∗ Bm′ + Am′ ∗ Bm)
Multiply two ciphertexts.

HRot([[m]], r, evk
(r)
rot ) [[m� r]] =

KeySwitch(ψr(Am), evk
(r)
rot ) + (ψr(Bm),0)

Perform a circular left shift by r slots. ψr is an automorphism
performed on polynomials.

HRescale([[m]]) [[∆−1 ·m]] = (∆−1Bm,∆−1Am) Restore the scale of a ciphertext having scale ∆2 back to ∆

NTT is an expensive function, so we keep polynomials in
their NTT-applied versions without applying the Inverse NTT
(INTT). We refer to this NTT-applied version of a polynomial
as the evaluation representation of the polynomial, and we
assume every polynomial is in its evaluation representation
unless otherwise stated. However, as there are functions that
cannot be performed when a polynomial is in its evaluation
representation, we often perform INTT to bring back the
polynomial to the original representation, which we refer to
as the coefficient representation.
Residue Number System (RNS) and limbs: Pm has coeffi-
cients in ZQ having up to 1,000s of bits. RNS is widely used
to reduce the high complexity of performing multi-precision
arithmetic between large integer coefficients [9], [18]. We first
choose (L+ 1) word-sized prime numbers to form an ordered
set C = {q0, · · · , qL} such that Q =

∏L
i=0 qi; we refer to each

qi as a prime limb of Q. Based on the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT), any coefficient c ∈ ZQ can be uniquely
represented with a vector (cmod q0, · · · , cmod qL), allowing
a single polynomial Pm ∈ RQ to be decomposed into (L+ 1)
polynomials in {Rqi}0≤i≤L. Under such representation, we
treat Pm as a matrix of size (L + 1) × N words and denote
it as [Pm]C . We refer to each row of the matrix as the
polynomial’s limb. The i-th row corresponding to the modulus
qi is specifically called the polynomial’s qi-limb and is denoted
as [P]qi . Using RNS and NTT, a polynomial op becomes
element-wise ops between (L + 1) × N matrices that only
involve word-sized arithmetic.

Base conversion (BConv) [9] is used to change the prime
limb set of a polynomial. For example, [Pm]B for a prime limb
set B = {p0, p1, · · · , pα−1} can be converted into [Pm]C by
the following equation, where p̂j denotes

∏
i6=j pi, pi ∈ B.

[Pm]C = BConv
B→C

([Pm]B)

=

{ α−1∑
j=0

(
[Pm]pj · p̂−1j mod pj

)
· p̂j mod qi

}
0≤i≤L

(4)

The polynomial must be in its coefficient representation to
perform BConv. Thus, it is common in CKKS to perform a

Algorithm 1 BConvRoutine

Notation: Pcoeff = coefficient representation of P
1: procedure BCONVROUTINE([P]B, C)
2: [Pcoeff]B ← INTT([P]B)
3: [Pcoeff]C ← BConv

B→C
([Pcoeff]B)

4: [P]C ← NTT([Pcoeff]C)
5: return [P]C
6: end procedure

series of INTT → BConv → NTT, which we refer to as a
BConvRoutine (Alg. 1).

C. Primitive HE ops in CKKS

In Table II, we summarize the primitive HE ops of CKKS.
These HE ops become the building blocks of complex HE ops
such as homomorphic linear transform. We describe some of
the important details of the primitive HE ops below.
HRescale: After multiplying (CMult, PMult, or HMult) a
ciphertext with another operand having a scale of ∆, the scale
of the result becomes ∆2. HRescale is a primitive HE op that
divides the ciphertext by ∆ to recover its scale back to ∆.

As it is difficult to perform a division when polynomials
are represented in limbs using the RNS, CKKS utilizes an
alternative way to obtain the divided result. In CKKS, the
value of each qi is set close to ∆ and HRescale is performed
by eliminating the last limb of the polynomial (qL) and
multiplying q−1L mod qi(i=0, 1, · · · , L− 1) to the remaining
limbs [18].

We can successively apply HRescale after each mult until
the polynomial only has the q0-limb left. At this moment, it is
impossible to perform additional mults. Thus, the maximum
number of possible mults is L, which we refer to as the
maximum multiplicative level. We call the remaining number
of possible mults the (current) multiplicative level and denote
it as `. A ciphertext at a multiplicative level ` is represented
as a pair of (`+1)×N matrices.
Automorphism: To circularly shift a message by r slots
through HRot, we first compute the automorphism of poly-
nomials. Automorphism moves the i-th coefficient of a poly-
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nomial to the position of the ψr(i)-th coefficient by applying
the mapping in Eq. 5 to each limb. We reuse the notation to
denote automorphism on a polynomial Pm as ψr(Pm) and refer
to r as the rotation amount.

ψr : i 7→ i · 5r mod N (5)

Key-switching: HE ops such as HMult and HRot produce
polynomials that are only decryptable with keys such as S2 or
ψr(S). To make such polynomials decryptable with the secret
key S, we perform key-switching during HMult or HRot, which
multiplies a polynomial with a special public key called the
evaluation key (evk):

KeySwitch(Pm, evk) = P−1 · Pm · evk (6)

In particular, the evk encrypting S2 is used for HMult and
is denoted as evkmult. The evk encrypting ψr(S) is used for
HRot and is denoted as evk(r)

rot . A separate evk(r)
rot is required

for each rotation amount r.
In general, key-switching is an expensive HE op as it

involves multiple NTTs and BConvs. Moreover, because key-
switching is performed frequently, it dominates the execution
time of an HE application [45]. Multiplying Pm and evk
requires additional steps as they have different modulus. While
Pm ∈ RQ has modulus Q, evk ∈ RPQ has modulus PQ
where P is the special modulus that can be decomposed into
a set of α prime limbs B = {p0, p1, · · · , pα−1}. BConvs are
performed to bring Pm into RPQ by generating the [Pm]B part.
After multiplying Pm with evk, BConvs bring the multiplied
results back to RQ, and the results are divided by P to reduce
error in a similar way to HRescale.
Security of HE and generalized key-switching: We use
the generalized key-switching method in [34]. It introduces
a new parameter, dnum, and sets the number of special prime
limbs as α = (L+1)/dnum. A single evk consists of dnum

pairs of polynomials: evk = (evk0, evk1, · · · , evkdnum−1),
evki ∈ R2

PQ. Key-switching is performed by Alg. 2. We first
decompose C into dnum partial limb groups, C0, · · · , Cdnum−1
where Ci = {qαi, qαi+1, · · · , qα(i+1)−1}. We equally decom-
pose (L+1) limbs of Pm into dnum pieces: {[Pm]Ci}0≤i<dnum.
We perform BConvRoutine on each piece to extend the limbs
to RPQ and multiply each piece with the corresponding evki.
We accumulate the dnum pieces of multiplied results, then
bring the result back to RQ through BConvRoutine.

The computational complexity of key-switching and the size
of an evk increase as dnum gets larger, degrading overall per-
formance. Despite such limitations, generalized key-switching
is used to acquire more multiplicative levels. The security level
of HE is roughly decided by N and (α+L+1), which increases
as N gets larger or (α+L+ 1) gets smaller [25]. Recent
HE studies [13], [54], [56] and libraries [29], [65] typically
target a security level of 128 bits. Under such security level
constraints, N is chosen as low as possible and (α+L+1) as
high as possible. Table III shows exemplar parameter selection
satisfying 128-bit security. If dnum is large, the value of
α = (L+ 1)/dnum reduces, enabling a higher L under the
same (α+L+1). In particular, when using a small N , it is

Algorithm 2 Generalized key-switching

Notation: evk = (evk0, evk1, · · · , evkdnum−1)
1: procedure KEYSWITCH(P, evk)
2: for i ← 0, 1,· · · , dnum-1 do
3: [Pi]D ← [P]Ci ∪ BConvRoutine([P]Ci ,D \ Ci)
4: end for
5: (B, A)←

∑dnum−1
i=0 PMult(evki, [Pi]D)

6: B′ ← [B]C − BConvRoutine([B]B, C)
7: A′ ← [A]C − BConvRoutine([A]B, C)
8: return (P−1 · B′, P−1 · A′)
9: end procedure

inevitable to use a dnum value close to its maximum (=L+1)
to secure as many multiplicative levels as possible.

D. CKKS bootstrapping

When the ciphertext [[m]]’s multiplicative level ` reaches 0
after multiple HRescales, it becomes impossible to perform
more mult ops. As such, one must recover the multiplicative
level through a special op called bootstrapping to enable
further ops on [[m]]. Because bootstrapping allows an unlimited
number of ops, it becomes an essential op for complex HE
applications. The HE schemes that support bootstrapping are
generally referred to as Fully HE (FHE).

Bootstrapping is a complex sequence of HE ops which
consists of four major steps: LevelRecover, Homomorphic
IDFT (H-IDFT), EvalMod, and Homomorphic DFT (H-DFT).
During LevelRecover, we raise [[m]]’s multiplicative level to
its maximum, L, by changing the modulus from q0 to Q.
However, a multiple of q0, which was previously removed
through modular reduction, appears in the resulting [[m′]] (i.e.,
Pm′ = Pm +q0 · I). To recover [[m]] from [[m′]], we have to
remove the q0 · I term from Pm′ . To enable homomorphic
ops on Pm′ , we perform H-IDFT on [[m′]] to get [[IDFT(m′)]],
which we denote as [[Pm′ ]] to emphasize that the ciphertext
encrypts the coefficients of Pm′ considering Eq. 1. EvalMod
homomorphically performs the modulo operation on [[Pm′ ]].
The modulo operation is not a linear function, so it is approx-
imated by a high-degree polynomial function. Homomorphic
evaluation of the function consists of multiple HMults and
CMults, consuming many multiplicative levels [19]. This
step recovers [[Pm]] by calculating [[Pm′ mod q0]] and H-DFT
recovers [[m]] from [[Pm]].

The resulting ciphertext has (L − Lboot) multiplicative
levels as multiple HRescales consume Lboot levels during
bootstrapping. Thus, L must be high enough to support CKKS
bootstrapping. However, the security limit requires that L
can only be increased proportionally to N , so N should be
sufficiently high (≥ 215) to allow bootstrapping [56]. Prior
works on FHE [13], [29], [45], [56] mostly use N = 215 to
217 to preserve sufficient multiplicative levels for other ops.
Thus, we use the parameter set summarized in Table III in this
work, which is a slightly modified version of Lattigo [29]’s
parameter set and guarantees 128-bit security.
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TABLE III
REPRESENTATIVE PARAMETERS USED IN HE ACCELERATION

WORKS AND CORRESPONDING DATA SIZES.

Work Parameters Data size (MB)
N L Lboot dnum α Pm [[m]] evk

Lattigo [29] 216 24 15 5 5 12.5 25 150
100x [45]† 217 29 19 3 10 30 60 240
F1 [74] 214 15 - 16 1 1 2 34
ARK 216 23 15 4 6 12 24 120

† [45] used a 173b secure parameter set, while others 128b.

III. FHE MEMORY BOTTLENECKS

A. Limitations of prior HE accelerators

All HE ops can be broken down into primary functions that
can be executed in parallel: (I)NTT, BConv, automorphism,
and other element-wise functions. By using well-known FFT
algorithms [24], (I)NTT can be effectively parallelized by
dividing it into logN stages, where each stage consists of
parallel N/2 butterfly ops. Since N is as large as 216, the
degree of parallelism is high. Given such, domain-specific
architectures that employ a massive number of functional units
(FUs) to reap such opportunities become an appealing option
for accelerating HE. To this end, designing a memory system
that is capable of feeding these abundant FUs on-chip becomes
a primary design objective.

Prior work has identified that HE ops have very low
arithmetic intensity and are bounded by off-chip memory
bandwidth [26], [45], [72]. Even a simple HE op, such
as HMult, has a working set including several ciphertexts
and an evk, which amounts to several hundreds of MBs.
Unfortunately, conventional CPU/GPU/FPGA solutions typi-
cally do not come with an on-chip memory large enough to
hold the entire working set of HE ops (e.g., even the latest
NVIDIA H100 GPU “only” has 50MB of on-chip cache [28]),
causing frequent off-chip memory accesses and high memory
bandwidth pressure.

F1 [74] is the first ASIC HE accelerator to evaluate the
performance of a single-slot CKKS bootstrapping. F1 uses
small parameters, (N,L) = (214, 15), and deploys a massive
amount of computation logic to utilize the parallelism in HE
ops. In particular, F1 utilizes a dedicated NTT unit (NTTU)
that implements a pipelined 2D-FFT using 1

2

√
N logN=896

modular multipliers. F1 consists of 16 clusters, and each
cluster is a vector core with

√
N=128 lanes that feed data to

an NTTU and other FUs. Overall, F1 has a massive amount of
18,432 modular multipliers in a chip: 14,336 for NTTUs and
4,096 for element-wise multipliers. Every HE op is essentially
a sequence of modular mults and modular adds, and a modular
mult requires a costly modular reduction op [10], [58]. Thus,
the computational capability of an HE accelerator can be
quantified by the number of modular multipliers.

Although F1 provides high speedup vs. conventional sys-
tems, its applicability is limited to small problem sizes and
simple workloads; when it comes to practical FHE parameters
and complex workloads that require frequent bootstrapping,

Algorithm 3 FFT-like homomorphic DFT (Radix-2k)

Require: Precomputed plaintexts (polynomials) {Ps,i}
1: procedure DFT([[m]], {Ps,i})
2: [[t]]← [[m]]
3: for s← 0, 1, · · · , log2kn− 1 do
4: [[t]]←

∑2k−1
i=−2k+1 PMult(HRot([[t]], i·2k·s), Ps,i)

5: [[t]]← HRescale([[t]]) . consumes one level
6: end for
7: return [[t]]
8: end procedure

the performance of F1 can be degraded significantly.1 We first
explain the details of bootstrapping for analysis.

B. State-of-the-art bootstrapping algorithm

H-(I)DFT is a memory-intensive op that takes up most
of the execution time in bootstrapping. H-(I)DFT can be
performed in a similar pattern to FFT, as shown in Alg. 3
where 2k denotes the radix in FFT [24]. Each iteration requires
(2k+1−1) HRots and (2k+1−1) PMults, each with a different
evk

(r)
rot and a different plaintext, a polynomial for precomputed

DFT constants (Ps,i). The whole process consumes log2kn
multiplicative levels, so the choice of k creates a trade-off
between computation and level consumption.

Line 4 of Alg. 3 can be further improved by computing
[[t′]] = HRot([[t]],−2k · 2k·s) and applying the BSGS (Baby-
Step, Giant-Step) algorithm [19] as shown in Eq. 7. k1 and k2
in Eq. 7 are integers satisfying k+1=k1+k2. Consequently,
the number of HRots reduces from O(2k) to O(

√
2k).

2k2−1∑
j=0

HRot
(2k1−1∑
i=0

PMult(HRot([[t′]], i·2k·s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
baby-step

, P′s,i,j), j ·2k1+k·s
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
giant-step

(7)
In ARK with n = 215, we use k = 5, which consumes

3 levels, and (k1, k2) in Eq. 7 as (3, 3). With additional
optimizations, 40 HRots and 158 PMults are performed for
each H-(I)DFT, and 40 distinct evk(r)

rot s and 158 plaintexts must
be prepared, which amount to 6.4GB (resp., 0.6GB) of data
for H-IDFT (H-DFT) (see Table III).

C. Memory bottleneck in bootstrapping

The time to load evk
(r)
rot s and plaintexts, which are used

once per H-(I)DFT, becomes the hard bound of latency for H-
(I)DFT. Even if we assume that integrating hundreds of MBs
of on-chip memory is feasible with the current fabrication
technology [43], [51], [66], we must fetch the single-use
data of H-(I)DFT from off-chip memory due to its large

1Because of the small parameters used in F1, F1 cannot perform bootstrap-
ping of ciphertexts encrypting a message vector, only supporting a message
with a single slot (n = 1). Thus, F1’s bootstrapping throughput is severely
limited. Single-slot bootstrapping does not need H-(I)DFT steps, so it is less
costly and consumes fewer levels. F1 also uses 32-bit machine word and
prime sizes, but practical bootstrapping requires the use of larger primes for
error mitigation.
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aggregate size and limited data reuse opportunities. With the
latest HBM3 [41], a system having a 3TB/s off-chip memory
bandwidth is feasible [28], which would allow loading the
single-use data in 2.1ms (resp., 0.2ms) for H-IDFT (H-DFT).

We analyze the impact of such hard latency bound on
domain-specific architectures by measuring the maximum uti-
lization of FUs in F1. We scaled F1 to the bootstrappable
parameter we use (see Table III) by utilizing NTTUs that
feature 1

2

√
N logN=2,048 modular multipliers to fully sup-

port bootstrapping. As a result, the total number of modular
multipliers in the chip increases by 2.22× to 40,960. We
first computed the number of possible modular mults in the
scaled F1 in 2.1ms (resp., 0.2ms) by assuming that it runs
at 1GHz and is fully-pipelined so that 40,960 modular mults
are possible every cycle. Then, we divided it by the number
of modular mults performed in H-IDFT (H-DFT) to derive
the maximum achievable utilization of modular multipliers.
Overall, our analysis revealed that the scaled F1 performs
poorly when handling off-chip memory bandwidth bottleneck
caused by bootstrapping, only achieving an 8.61% (13.32%)
utilization rate for H-IDFT (H-DFT).

Resolving the off-chip memory bandwidth bottleneck in
bootstrapping should precede improving the computational
capability to support practical FHE workloads that require
frequent bootstrapping, especially for domain-specific archi-
tectures that can utilize a massive amount of computational
logic.

IV. ALGORITHMS TACKLING MEMORY
BOTTLENECK

With the advancement of fabrication technology, the scaling
of off-die memory bandwidth is slower than that of logic
density [57]. We present our fabrication-technology-aware
algorithmic innovations that reduce off-chip memory accesses,
alleviating FHE’s memory bandwidth bottleneck.

A. Multi-hop HRot

We devise a novel algorithm, multi-hop HRot, which re-
solves the memory bottleneck of the two memory-intensive
computational patterns (Eq. 8 and Eq. 9) in HE ops.

m∑
i=0

PMult
(

HRot
(

[[x]], i · r, evk(i·r)
rot

)
, Pi

)
(8)

m∑
i=0

HRot
(

[[xi]], i · r, evk(i·r)
rot

)
(9)

Eq. 8 involves rotating the same ciphertext, and Eq. 9 involves
rotating and accumulating different ciphertexts, each with
rotation amounts showing an arithmetic progression (i · r).
Each pattern invokes off-chip memory access to multiple (m)
evk

(i·r)
rot s which becomes the hard memory bound.

Alg. 4 and Alg. 5 show how multi-hop HRot can be applied
to Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, respectively. Multi-hop HRot sequentially
reuses the previous HRot results to compute HRots by i · r
rotation amounts. The amount of computation stays the same
while the required number of evk(r)

rot for each pattern reduces
to only one. The baby-step and the giant-step in Eq. 7

Algorithm 4 Multi-hop HRot applied to Eq. 8

1: [[t]]← [[x]]
2: [[s]]← PMult ([[t]], P0)
3: for i ← 1, 2, · · · , m do
4: [[t]]← HRot([[t]], r, evk(r)

rot )
5: [[s]]← [[s]] + PMult([[t]], Pi)
6: end for
7: return [[s]]

Algorithm 5 Multi-hop HRot applied to Eq. 9

1: [[s]]← [[xm]]
2: for i← m−1, m−2, · · · , 0 do
3: [[s]]← HRot([[s]], r, evk(r)

rot ) + [[xi]]
4: end for
5: return [[s]]

respectively correspond to Eq. 8 and Eq. 9. Thus, by applying
Alg. 4 and Alg. 5 to Eq. 7, we only need two distinct evk(r)

rot s,
reducing the aggregate key size needed for H-(I)DFT to 15%
of the baseline. We can also apply multi-hop HRot to the most
common HE ops in HE ML workloads, such as homomorphic
convolution and homomorphic matrix mult, which also share
the same computational patterns. We apply the multi-hop HRot
to such HE ops in Section VI.

B. On-the-fly limb extension (OF-Limb)

We propose on-the-fly limb extension (OF-Limb), which
generates the limbs of plaintexts used in PMult and PAdd on-
the-fly to save off-chip memory access. The plaintext Pm′ used
in PMult([[m]], Pm′ ) is precomputed before executing an HE
application in the same way as in Eq. 1. Precomputed Pm′ has
the same number of limbs ( +̀1) as the polynomials composing
[[m]] and is loaded from off-chip memory for PMult or PAdd.
However, we identify that it is possible to precompute only
the q0-limb of Pm′ and extend it on-the-fly using the following
equation so that Pm′ has (`+1) limbs :

[Pm′ ]C = {NTT([Pm′ ]q0 mod qi)}qi∈C

OF-Limb reduces off-chip memory access of PMult and
PAdd to 1/(`+1) of the original method. When assuming that
the evks and plaintexts are loaded from off-chip memory and
the rest of the working set fits into on-chip memory, plaintexts
take up 27.5% (resp., 40.9%) of off-chip memory access of
H-IDFT (H-DFT).

OF-Limb incurs extra computation. NTT needs to be per-
formed on the extended limbs of a plaintext to convert them
into their evaluation representation. The increased computation
accounts for 22.9% (resp., 24.1%) of the entire H-IDFT (H-
DFT) computation. However, we identify that the performance
gain from decreased off-chip memory access outweighs the
overhead (in Section VI-C).
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Fig. 1. Data loaded from off-chip memory and arithmetic intensity (ops/byte)
change when applying multi-hop HRot and OF-Limb algorithms to (a)
homomorphic IDFT and (b) homomorphic DFT.

C. Impact of optimizations on the arithmetic intensity of
homomorphic (I)DFT

Applying the two algorithms significantly reduces off-chip
memory accesses, which eventually increases the arithmetic
intensity (ops/byte) of H-(I)DFT. We computed the arithmetic
intensity of H-(I)DFT with and without applying the two
algorithms. The arithmetic intensity is defined as the number
of modular mult ops divided by the off-chip memory access
bytes. Applying multi-hop HRot results in a 2.6× (resp.,
2.0×) increase in the arithmetic intensity of H-IDFT (H-DFT).
Applying OF-Limb to multi-hop HRot results in additional
4.0× (2.9×) increase in arithmetic intensity, which reaches
11.1 (9.6) ops/byte. The algorithms remove 88% (78%) of
off-chip memory access, as shown in Fig. 1.

There are other optimizations that lower the compute cost
of H-(I)DFT, such as hoisting [13], a technique to merge
repeated computation, but they do not reduce the single-use
data. As they are not compatible with multi-hop HRot and
only further reduce the arithmetic intensity of the baseline H-
(I)DFT algorithm, we excluded them from the analysis.

V. ARK ARCHITECTURE

We propose ARK, an architecture-algorithm co-design for
FHE that can manage the increased arithmetic intensity and
capitalize on the reduced working set by applying the two al-
gorithms. ARK utilizes 512MB of on-chip scratchpad memory,
enabled by the scaling in fabrication technology [67], to hold
a couple of evks and temporary data of HE ops. Also, a high
NTT computation throughput is required for OF-Limb, so we
leverage a high-throughput NTTU similar to that of F1 [74].
The NTTU works on a vector of

√
N elements every cycle, so

ARK also has a form of a vector processor having
√
N=256

lanes. ARK utilizes 4 clusters, each having an NTTU and other
FUs for primary functions of CKKS: a BConv unit (BConvU),
an automorphism unit (AutoU), and two multiply-add units
(MADUs).

For practical bootstrappable parameters, F1’s design target-
ing the maximum dnum is no longer applicable. When using
max dnum = 24 under (N,L) = (216, 23), for instance,
the size of an evk reaches 600MB, which hinders data
reuse as it becomes impossible to fit a single evk into on-
chip memory. Moving to practical parameters using smaller
dnums (see Table III) introduces new data access patterns and

computational requirements. Thus, we design ARK to handle
these new challenges in an FHE accelerator for bootstrappable
parameters while using multi-hop HRot and OF-Limb to
relieve the off-chip memory bottleneck.

A. Specialized BConv unit for low dnums

Computational characteristics of HE ops change for lower
dnums. Prior FPGA and ASIC HE accelerators [70], [72],
[74] targeted small problem sizes with a low N , making it
inevitable to use a max dnum to secure more multiplicative
levels. When using max dnum, (I)NTT takes up 73.3% of
the total computation (Fig. 3), so accelerating (I)NTT could
directly improve the performance. Therefore, most prior FPGA
and ASIC HE accelerators focused on accelerating (I)NTT.
However, for our practical bootstrappable parameters with a
large N and a small dnum, the portion of (I)NTT drops to
54.8%, and BConv takes up 34.2% of the total computation.

We design a specialized BConv unit (BConvU) to handle
increased BConv computation and relieve the register file (RF)
pressure of BConv. BConv consists of two steps of modular
mult. First, it multiplies each limb by (p̂−1j mod pj). Then,
it multiplies each limb by (p̂j mod qi) and accumulates the
results (see Eq. 4). BConvU targets the second step, which
accounts for 96% of the computation of BConv. The second
step can be regarded as a matrix mult between a (` + 1) ×
α matrix composed of (p̂j mod qi)s, which we refer to as a
base table, and an α×N matrix [Pm]B. A naı̈ve matrix mult
algorithm would require accessing [Pm]B along the column
direction while [Pm]B is stored in memory in row-major order.
To access the matrix along the row direction, our BConvU uses
a block matrix mult algorithm [11], where each of multiple
BConv lanes processes a column of the polynomial in parallel.

We utilize multiple modular mult-accumulate (MAC) units
in each lane to form an output-stationary systolic array [44],
[73] to reduce the RF pressure. Fig. 2(b) depicts a Bconv lane
composed of 6 MAC units organized as a 1×6 systolic array.
A MAC unit passes the input coefficient of a polynomial to
the next MAC unit to reuse input data. A MAC unit is entirely
in charge of computing an inner product between a row in a
base table and a column in a polynomial. The 28 MAC units
in the same horizontal position receive 28 elements from the
28 lanes of a cluster every cycle. The 28 elements are each
from a different column of the polynomial and are multiplied
by the same value in the base table.

BConvU features central broadcast units (BrUs) that broad-
cast the base table elements to the MAC units. In each MAC
unit, we time-multiplex mults between a row of the base
table and 4 columns of the polynomial. This reduces the
broadcasting frequency of BrUs to once in every 4 cycles.
We sweep over the number of MAC units to deploy in a lane
and choose 6, which is the same as α and provides sufficient
throughput (see Section VI-D). By using 6 MAC units in a
BConvU lane, the entire BConv process can be regarded as
partitioning the base table into 6 × α-shaped blocks and the
polynomial into α× (4 ·28)-shaped blocks and performing the
block matrix mult between the two.
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Fig. 3. Computational breakdown, in terms of modular mult, of HRot with
a ciphertext at the max level for different dnums. (N,L)=(216, 23).

Each MAC unit has a multiplier, an input buffer to hold 4
elements, and an output buffer to hold 4 accumulated results.
Modular reduction logic is placed on the write-back path and
is shared by the 6 MAC units. Instead, the output buffer of
each MAC unit needs to hold accumulated results in 128 bits.

B. Access pattern oriented data distribution

BConv has a different data access pattern compared to other
functions. Because an NTTU requires an entire limb of a
polynomial to compute using a deep pipeline, and multiple
(I)NTTs can be performed on separate limbs of a polynomial,
it is natural to distribute a polynomial to multiple clusters
limb-wise, which is also the data distribution policy F1 used.
However, the limb-wise distribution becomes problematic for
performing BConv, where multiple limbs of a polynomial are
required to produce an output. This was not the case when
using max dnum because the input set of limbs was composed
of only a single limb when performing BConv, corresponding
to Ci = {qαi} or B = {p0} in Alg. 2.

To perform BConv in parallel while distributing data evenly
among the clusters, we utilize a coefficient-wise data distribu-
tion, where N coefficients of a limb in the coefficient repre-
sentation are distributed evenly across the clusters. Because
BConv can be performed in parallel across the coefficients by
splitting the α×N matrix (polynomial) into α× N

4 matrices
distributed across the 4 clusters, coefficient-wise distribution
is suitable for the data access pattern of BConv.

We devise a data distribution policy that switches between
limb-wise and coefficient-wise distribution and corresponding
dataflow for performing HE ops in ARK. We focus on a
BConvRoutine (Alg. 1). A polynomial limb passes through
an NTTU that executes INTT. Each cluster prepares an INTT-
applied limb and performs an all-to-all data exchange through

the network-on-chip (NoC), switching to the coefficient-wise
distribution. When each cluster holds a quarter of α limbs of
a polynomial, BConv is executed by a BConvU. The reverse
process is carried out for NTT. Other than BConv, limb-wise
distribution is used.

Switching between limb-wise and coefficient-wise distribu-
tion requires all-to-all data communication between clusters.
(α + L + 1) · N words need to be transferred for every
BConvRoutine, requiring a total of (dnum+2) · (α+L+1) ·N
words to be transferred in a single key-switching (see Alg. 2).
Meanwhile, a limb-wise-only distribution incurs more data
communication. For comparison, we implement the limb-
wise-only data distribution by assigning [Pm]Ci to cluster i
(i = 0, 1, · · · , dnum− 1) to eliminate data communication
for BConvRoutine in Alg.2. This implementation enables the
clusters to perform the loop in line 2 of Alg. 2 independently.
However, we need to redistribute the data for accumulation
(line 5), which causes more data communication involving
2 ·dnum ·(α+L+1) ·N words when dnum > 2. We compare the
performance of two data distribution policies in Section VI-D.

C. Two regions in a cluster and NTT unit

Our NTTU, depicted in Fig. 4, has unique components that
focus on minimizing data movement and RF pressure. First,
we distribute RFs across a cluster and organize the NTTU to
have the opposite dataflows for INTT and NTT. In Fig. 4, data
flows rightward for NTT and leftward for INTT. We partition
the RF [6], [39], [71] and place RFs at both ends of the NTTU:
RF (Coeff) and RF (Eval). Then, an NTTU splits a cluster
into two regions: the coefficient region holding polynomials
in the coefficient representation and the evaluation region
holding polynomials in the evaluation representation. BConvs
and data exchanges on the NoC are executed on the coefficient
region and the other functions are executed on the evaluation
region. Such a bidirectional dataflow simplifies the floorplan,
which comes down to the organization shown in Fig 2(a), and
enables a power-efficient design by reducing data movement
that induces expensive wire traversal [35], [37]. RF (NoC)
is added to communicate with the NoC and the BConvU.
Revisiting the dataflow of a BConvRoutine, it can be observed
from Fig. 2(a) that data movement is minimized by flowing
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Fig. 4. Organization of an NTT unit (NTTU). The logic for 64-point (I)NTT
is shown for simplicity.

through RF (Eval) → NTTU → RF (Coeff) → NoC → RF
(NoC) → BConvU. For INTT, NTTU also performs the first
step of BConv using the BConv mult unit in Fig. 4.

Moreover, we devise on-the-fly twisting factor generation
(OF-Twist) on our NTTU, which nearly eliminates memory
traffic for loading twisting factors. F1 uses the 4-step FFT
in [8], which performs N -point (I)NTT using 2D-FFT by
first performing

√
N -point (I)NTTs, multiplying elements with

twisting factors, transposing the
√
N ×

√
N matrix of ele-

ments, and finally performing additional
√
N -point (I)NTTs.

F1 implements the entire process as a single long pipeline by
utilizing multiple butterfly units, twisting units, and a transpose
unit. The benefit of this implementation is that the twiddle
factors multiplied in the butterfly units stay the same for
the whole process. By contrast, different twisting factors are
multiplied for every element, so N twisting factors need to
be loaded, of which the amount is as large as the actual
data to perform NTT. We observe that the twisting factors
show geometric progression. Thus, we design the twisting
units to generate twisting factors on-the-fly by multiplying the
common ratios of the geometric progression inside. Using OF-
Twist, we only have to load the starting values and the common
ratios, reducing the total data loaded during (I)NTT to roughly
half. Also, OF-Twist can reduce the storage usage for twisting
factors by 99%, saving 30MB of space (2 · (α+L+1) · N
words) on our parameter set (Table III).

D. Automorphism unit (AutoU)

Automorphism moves data according to the mapping ψr in
Eq. 5. Automorphism may look like an irregular permutation
between all N coefficients, but it can be performed through
internal permutations between 28 coefficients. Each 28 vector
lane consumes a coefficient every cycle, where the 28 con-
sumed coefficients have a stride of 28; i.e., the coefficients
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Fig. 5. Organization of an automorphism unit (AutoU). The logic for 8 words
is shown for simplicity. Datapath is shown in solid lines and the control path
in dotted lines.

with indices (i, i+ 1 · 28, i+ 2 · 28, · · · , i+ (28 − 1) · 28) are
consumed every cycle (0 ≤ i < 28). After automorphism, the
28 coefficients are again mapped to a set of 28 coefficients with
a stride of 28; i.e., (j, j+1 ·28, j+2 ·28, · · · , j+(28−1) ·28)
for j = ψr(i) mod 28. Thus, automorphism can be done by
(i) loading 28 words (one from each lane), (ii) performing an
internal permutation of 28 words according to ψr, and (iii)
storing 28 words (one to each lane).

We devise an automorphism unit (AutoU)2 implementing
the internal permutation logic (see Fig. 5). An AutoU is com-
posed of 8 stages, recursively permuting the data according to
the ψr index calculation results. Each stage is pipelined and
merges two chunks of data by swapping the order of the two
chunks depending on the index calculation results.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Modeling ARK

Hardware modeling: We modeled the FUs of ARK using
ASAP7 [23], a predictive process design kit for a 7nm
technology node. In NTTUs and BConvUs, logic units for
modular reduction use Montgomery reduction [58], and in
MADUs, the logic units use Barrett reduction [10]. We used
FinCACTI [75] to model the scratchpad and RFs as SRAM
components because an SRAM compiler is not included in
ASAP7. Single-ported SRAMs are utilized. We updated the
model of FinCACTI to match the information provided by
ASAP7, the IRDS roadmap [38], and other published works
on 7nm technology nodes [7], [16], [17], [42], [43], [61], [76],
[79]. We separately modeled the overhead of expensive semi-
global wires (80nm pitch [59]), where their length cannot be
ignored. We used [43], [64] to evaluate the HBM memory. Two
500GB/s HBM2 stacks [40], [41] are used, providing a total
of 1TB/s off-chip memory bandwidth. The scratchpad memory
provides a bandwidth of 20TB/s and distributed RFs provide
72TB/s in total. NoC is implemented as a simple multiplexer

2Our AutoU actually targets a polynomial in evaluation representation.
ψr and the data address mapping change for polynomials in evaluation
representation, but the same property still holds.
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TABLE IV
AREA AND PEAK POWER CONSUMPTION OF ARK.

Component Area (mm2) Peak power (W)

4 BConvUs 9.3 18.9
4 NTTUs 57.2 95.2
4 AutoUs 20.6 4.6
8 MADUs 8.9 24.7
Register files 42.8 25.1
Scratchpad memory 229.2 54.0
NoC 20.6 27.0
HBM 29.6 31.8

Sum 418.3 281.3

network connecting the same lane from each cluster and
provides a modest bandwidth of 8TB/s. The peak power and
area costs of ARK’s components are shown in Table IV. Each
peak power value is estimated with a usage case where the
component can be most active. ARK is sized 418.3mm2 and
consumes up to 281.3W of power.
Performance modeling: We implemented a cycle-accurate
simulator of ARK to evaluate its performance. The simulator
takes an HE program written at a high level as an input
and converts it to a data dependence graph of primary HE
functions. The simulator schedules the functions and data
movements while checking the data dependency and structural
hazards. Static scheduling is possible as HE programs do not
feature any dynamic control flows [74]. In that sense, our
simulator acts as a VLIW compiler for ARK. The simulator
collects the utilization rates of the components, combined with
the power model to derive power consumption.

B. Experimental setup

To reflect the difference in parameters used by each work,
we compared the performance of ARK with previous works
using a metric called amortized mult time per slot [45]
(TA.S.). TA.S. combines the cost of HMult with the cost
of bootstrapping by adding HMult time for 1, · · · , L−Lboot
levels and adding the bootstrapping time, then dividing it by
L−Lboot and n. TA.S. reflects various effects of parameter
choice on performance: execution time, remaining levels after
bootstrapping (L−Lboot), and throughput achieved by using
many slots (n).

We evaluated the performance of ARK using complex FHE
workloads that require bootstrapping. HELR [33] trains a
binary logistic regression classifier model for the MNIST
dataset. In each iteration, it trains the model with a mini-
batch containing 1024 14×14-pixel images. We measured the
performance of HELR for 30 iterations. We also performed
CNN inference using Lee et al. [53]’s implementation of the
ResNet-20 model for the CIFAR-10 [52] dataset. The model
shows 92.43% accuracy. We additionally used the channel
packing method of [47], which packs multiple channels of a
feature map in a single message to fully utilize the slots. When
using the channel packing method, homomorphic evaluation
of convolution layers in the model involves a series of HRots
and PMults with weight plaintexts, so we applied both multi-

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ARK AND OTHER PRIOR

WORKS [29], [45], [74] FOR TA.S. AND HELR. WE REPORT THE
AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME PER ITERATION FOR HELR.

Lattigo 100x F1 ARK vs. 100x
TA.S. (µs) 88 8 260 0.014 572×
HELR (ms) 23293 775 1024 7.717 100×

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF ARK FOR RESNET-20 INFERENCE AND SORTING

COMPARED TO THE BASELINES [36], [53].

Baseline ARK Speedup

ResNet-20 [53] (s) 10,602 0.294 36,122×
Sorting [36] (s) 23,066 0.709 32,511×

hop HRot and OF-Limb. Finally, we performed sorting [36].
Sorting in HE requires a complex evaluation of non-linear
functions approximated by high-degree polynomials. OF-Limb
was used for every PMult in each workload.

For comparison, we used the state-of-the-art CKKS im-
plementations of Lattigo [29], 100x [45] and F1 [74], each
representing a single-thread CPU, GPU (NVIDIA V100 [63])
and ASIC implementation. We used the reported execution
times in [45], [74]. We measured the performance of [29]
by running the workloads on an Intel CPU system, Xeon
Platinum 8358 with 512GB of DDR4-3200 memory. We used
the parameters in Table III for each work.

C. Performance of ARK

ARK outperforms all other prior works in terms of TA.S..
ARK shows 572× lower (better) TA.S. than 100x, which
shows the best performance among the prior works (Table V).
ARK shows 6,268× and 18,520× lower TA.S. compared to
Lattigo and F1, respectively. F1 uses single-slot (n = 1)
bootstrapping for CKKS that is severely limited in throughput,
which is why F1 shows even worse TA.S. than CPU (Lattigo).

ARK also outperforms prior works for HELR training.
ARK shows 4,801×, 100×, and 133× better performance
than Lattigo, 100x, and F1, respectively. F1 only reported
the execution time for a single iteration with 256 images
excluding bootstrapping due to the parameter set’s limited
size. We estimated the time required for F1 to learn 1024
images and incorporated the cost of bootstrapping by assuming
that F1 trains 1024 images over 4 iterations and performs
14 × 14 = 196 times of single-slot bootstrapping after each
iteration. We ignored the cost for conversion between a packed
ciphertext and 196 single-slot ciphertexts in favor of F1. The
performance gap between ARK and other works decreases
compared to TA.S., which is due to the reduced slot usage
(n= 256) in bootstrapping for HELR. The cost of H-(I)DFT
becomes less significant for small n (see Alg. 3), reducing the
speedup of ARK over prior works.

ARK drastically reduces the execution time for complex
workloads: ResNet-20 [53] and sorting [36] (Table VI). We
used the reported performance of multi-threaded CPU imple-
mentation in each work as the baseline. ARK shows 36,122×
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Fig. 6. Execution time and speedup of (a) bootstrapping and (b) other
workloads while applying our algorithmic optimizations incrementally.

and 32,511× speedup compared to the baselines. In particular,
ARK performs a real-time CNN inference in 0.294s.
Impacts of algorithmic optimizations: Our fabrication-
technology-aware algorithms improve the overall performance
of bootstrapping even with increased computational overhead.
Multi-hop HRot improves the performance of H-IDFT (resp.,
H-DFT) by 2.66× (1.72×). OF-Limb further improves the
performance by 1.29× (1.06×), resulting in an aggregated
performance improvement of 3.43× (1.82×). The overall
performance of bootstrapping is improved by 2.45×. Applying
multi-hop HRot resulted in a performance gain similar in
ratio to the increase in ops/byte, whereas the performance
improvement by additionally applying OF-Limb falls short of
the increase in ops/byte due to the increased computation.

Our algorithmic optimizations show different degrees of
performance improvement for each workload. The portion of
bootstrapping in the baseline workloads affects the overall
performance improvement ratio. Bootstrapping occupies only
44.6% of the baseline HELR, whereas in ResNet-20 and
sorting, bootstrapping accounts for a relatively high portion
of 76.2% and 91.9%, respectively. For this reason, in ResNet-
20 and sorting, speedups of 1.84× and 2.21 × are achieved,
close to the bootstrapping performance speedup. In HELR,
only 1.26× of speedup is achieved.

The speedup of ResNet-20 attributes partially to the speedup
in the convolution layers of ResNet-20. We additionally ap-
plied multi-hop HRot and OF-Limb to the convolution layers,
which resulted in a 1.17× speedup compared to when only
applying to bootstrapping. However, for HELR and sorting,
only OF-Limb was applied besides bootstrapping, showing a
minor performance improvement of less than 1%. Other than
bootstrapping, these workloads do not feature a computation
pattern where multi-hop HRot is applicable.

D. Alternative designs of ARK

We measured the performance and power of alternative
designs of ARK to assess how each factor of ARK affects the
performance and power. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The
baseline ARK consumes power ranging from 92W to 139W,
44% of the peak power in geometric mean (gmean).
Limb-wise-only distribution: Using limb-wise-only distribu-
tion (see Section V-B) causes an overall performance drop.

In the limb-wise-only implementation, the data transfer for
accumulation after multiplying the evaluation key is the only
data transfer. We designed an NoC suited for the pattern
of this data transfer, which deploys adders inside the NoC
to support the on-transit accumulation of data, preventing
data concentration. However, even with this additional opti-
mization, performance in bootstrapping, HELR, ResNet-20,
and sorting degrades by 0.77×, 0.87×, 0.68×, and 0.73×,
respectively. Power consumption decreases to 0.79× of the
baseline in gmean as the components became less busy.
More clusters: Because ARK has eliminated the off-chip
memory bandwidth bottleneck, populating more computational
logic leads to better performance. Here we double the number
of clusters to 8, leading to twice aggregate scratchpad and RF
bandwidth while fixing the total scratchpad size to 512MB.
The 8-clustered design can perform bootstrapping 1.44× faster
and thus shows 1.29× and 1.26× improved performance in
ResNet-20 and sorting, respectively. Due to the lower portion
of bootstrapping in total execution time, performance improve-
ment in HELR is relatively modest with 1.07× enhancement.
However, this performance improvement comes at the cost
of 1.27× more power consumption on average and 1.39×
larger chip area. In particular, NoC power increases by 2.68×
on average. When considering the energy-delay-area product
(EDAP) [77] to evaluate efficiency, the 8-clustered design
shows 1.11× higher EDAP, suggesting that the baseline ARK
is more efficient.
Doubling HBM bandwidth: Because the proposed multi-hop
HRot and OF-Limb greatly diminish the off-chip memory
bandwidth bottleneck, doubling the off-chip memory band-
width to 2TB/s has little impact on the performance of boot-
strapping, which improves by 1.07×. ResNet-20 and sorting,
the performance of which highly depends on bootstrapping,
also show a similar degree of performance improvements
by 1.08× and 1.07×, respectively. By contrast, HELR has
memory-bound parts where multiple HRots must be per-
formed, and multi-hop HRot is not applicable as their rotation
amounts do not show arithmetic progression. Multiple evk(r)

rot s
need to be loaded from memory, so the design with doubled
HBM bandwidth shows 1.58× better performance for HELR.
Organization of a BConv lane: As the number of MAC units
in a BConv lane increases, the performance of bootstrapping
improves to a certain level and then saturates. Increasing
the number of MAC units from one to six leads to 1.78×
higher performance (see Fig. VI-D). After six, the performance
improvement saturates with less than 1% enhancement.

VII. RELATED WORK

CPU/GPU acceleration of HE: Prior works have tried to
accelerate HE by better use of general-purpose processors:
CPUs and GPUs. [46] and [12] accelerate HE using CPU
SIMD extensions. Meanwhile, Lattigo [29] exploits the latest
algorithmic optimizations [13], [32] to accelerate HE ops.
However, the relatively low computational power of CPUs
has resulted in limited success. To overcome the limitations
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of CPUs, prior works [1]–[3], [45] have attempted to accel-
erate HE by utilizing the high parallel computing power of
GPUs. However, most prior GPU works [1]–[3] accelerate
part of primitive HE ops or do not include acceleration of
bootstrapping. 100x [45] accelerates all HE ops including
CKKS bootstrapping. 100x mitigates the off-chip memory
bottleneck in a GPU by performing kernel fusion, which
leads to 242× faster bootstrapping over a CPU. However, the
limited on-chip storage capacity of the GPU hinders kernel
fusion for some functions [48]. Yet there are other GPU
acceleration works [55], [60], [62], [78] targeting boolean HE
schemes [22], [27].
FPGA/ASIC designs for HE: Prior works have implemented
hardware logic for HE ops using FPGAs [49], [50], [70], [72]
and ASICs [68], [74]. However, they either do not cover entire
HE ops [49], [50], target LHE [68], [70], [72], or is limited
in CKKS bootstrapping throughput [74]. HEAX [70] shows
the best performance among FPGA CKKS implementations
by accelerating HMult with specialized NTT cores and deep
pipelines. However, it only supports non-bootstrappable, lim-
ited parameters. Cheetah [68] targets privacy-preserving ML
using LHE, based on the implementation of Gazelle [47],

and designs an ASIC accelerator for such workloads. Gazelle
performs ML inference by combining LHE and multi-party
computation (MPC) [80]. Such implementation requires fre-
quent server-client communication and needs re-encryption
to support complex workloads inducing expensive network
overheads. F1 [74] is the first ASIC work that reports the
performance of CKKS bootstrapping. By using 64MB of on-
chip memory and high throughput FUs, including NTTU, F1
improves the performance of primitive HE ops; however, it
does not target the parameters suitable for practical bootstrap-
ping.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a set of fabrication-technology-
aware algorithmic optimizations and hardware design for fully
homomorphic encryption (FHE). To mitigate the off-chip
memory bandwidth bottleneck of bootstrapping, we present
the following key algorithmic innovations: multi-hop HRot
and on-the-fly limb extension. These two optimizations signifi-
cantly reduce off-chip memory accesses, fully reaping the high
computational capabilities of domain-specific architectures.
We propose ARK, an accelerator addressing new computation
and data movement constraints of FHE through an efficient
functional unit (FU) microarchitecture that minimizes on-chip
data movement. ARK features a data-access-pattern-aware
data distribution policy and a memory organization simplify-
ing dataflow, enabling streamlined execution across the FUs.
Overall, ARK provides two to four orders of magnitude higher
performance over prior works. This enables ARK to provide
real-time encrypted CNN inference, showing 0.294 seconds of
inference time for the ResNet-20 model.
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